PERCENTAGE OF DEGREE COMPLETION

WHAT STUDENTS CAN EXPECT
All degree audits display **Degree Completion Percentages**.

The percentage displayed on the Degree Audit home page is the degree completion percentage based on completed (graded) coursework. A percentage will also display on any "What If" audits.
When an audit is first opened, the default display contains **Completed and Registered coursework.** The degree completion percentage will display which portions of the total percentage consist of completed and registered coursework.
THE DEGREE AUDIT CAN ALSO BE VIEWED IN THE **COMPLETED** MODE, AS WELL AS THE **COMPLETED, REGISTERED, AND PLANNED** MODE.

**Completed**
Displays the calculation for completed (graded) coursework only.

**Completed, Registered, and Planned**
Displays the calculation for completed (graded), registered, and planned coursework.
HOW WILL THIS IMPACT REGISTRATION FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Your degree audit will need to be 100% completed for your degree to be awarded.

Undergraduate students will register for classes based on their degree completion percentage for the Spring 2024 semester and beyond.

- Registration will be based on the Completed percentage.
- Only the primary Major and Minor (if applicable) will count toward the percentage, and any additional Majors/Minors will not count against you.
HOW TO HAVE THE BEST PERCENTAGE

• Ensure all transfer coursework, AP/IB/CLEP credit, dual credit work, and other transcripts or test scores are sent to the Undergraduate Admissions office and reflected on the audit.
  • This includes the high school foreign language, which gives a 2-3% boost.

• Work with your academic advisor to ensure you are taking the suitable courses for your degree plan.
  • Additionally, if your major requires an Option and/or Specialty, declare one you want to pursue as early as possible.

• If you have repeated coursework, discuss the best time to file a repeat option for these courses with your academic advisor.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT GPS FAQS

OR SEND ANY QUESTIONS TO TEAM-GPS@LSV.UKY.EDU